Confidently research global third parties whether you are performing anti-bribery and corruption (ABC) due diligence, securing a critical supply chain source, investigating a management team, financing or investing in a large project.

There are many inherent risks in commercial relationships and the potential for exposure in even the simplest of situations has dramatically increased in today’s fast-paced business environment. You need to manage a broad range of risks through effective due diligence at the start of any engagement and monitor it throughout the relationship.

With LexisNexis® Business Assurance Global Reports, you can leverage due diligence that is both cost and process efficient to effectively investigate businesses and their principals. Due diligence often requires research and language skills, local or regional knowledge and can be a heavy burden on your staffing resources. Rely on LexisNexis Risk Solutions to get this information for you, so you can keep your focus on core business activities.

Mitigate risk and keep your business running smoothly with due diligence that leverages industry-leading databases with the broadest and deepest collection of compliance and risk-based information on global businesses and their principals. Get current, near-real-time access to critical information from hard-to-research or infrequently updated geographies, with local language and cultural knowledge expertise in the process.
We do the legwork for you

Business Assurance Global Reports brings together professional research analysts to lead the investigation process and gather information from a broad span of verifiable, reliable sources that are compiled into an actionable report with copies and details behind the filings.

We can help solve your expertise, staffing and time issues.

**Time:** Research analysts deliver results quickly

**Expertise:** Our years of experience ensure the most effective and efficient processes

**Convenience:** Focus on your business while we focus on retrieving the information you need

**Reliability:** You always have access to the resources you need, when you need them

**Usability:** Information is compiled in a standardized format, so you can easily understand the profile of the entity

Leverage Business Assurance Global Reports in all your critical due diligence workflows:

- Anti-bribery and corruption
- Financial crime compliance
- Risk assessment and management
- Procurement/supply chain management
- Big ticket lending
- Dealer floor plan financing
- Equipment financing
- Other asset based lenders
- Asset management: money manager screening
- Mergers and acquisitions

For more information, visit risk.lexisnexis.com/products/business-assurance-global-reports or call

800.658.5638 North America
0800 892 0600 Brazil
01 800 062 4989 Mexico
44 (0) 203 2392 601 Europe, Middle East and Africa
+852.39054010 Asia

About LexisNexis Risk Solutions

LexisNexis® Risk Solutions harnesses the power of data and advanced analytics to provide insights that help businesses and governmental entities reduce risk and improve decisions to benefit people around the globe. We provide data and technology solutions for a wide range of industries including insurance, financial services, healthcare and government. Headquartered in metro Atlanta, Georgia, we have offices throughout the world and are part of RELX (LSE: REL/NYSE: RELX), a global provider of information-based analytics and decision tools for professional and business customers. For more information, please visit www.risk.lexisnexis.com and www.relx.com.